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Abstract
Development of quick and practical methods for calculating economic leakage levels
in international situations has been a stated objective of the IWA Water Losses Task
Force since 2001.
Data-intensive UK methods for economic intervention frequency based on night
flow measurements cannot be applied where District Metered Areas do not exist, or
in systems with large seasonal variations in night use. A simpler methodology for
assessing economic intervention frequency for a ‘regular survey’ policy (Lambert &
Lalonde, 2005) showed that the economic annual volume of real losses from
unreported bursts can be calculated from 3 readily identified parameters - Rate of
Rise of unreported leakage, Variable Cost of Water and Intervention Cost..
Pressure influences leak flow rates, frequency and costs of repairs, and economic
intervention frequency, and therefore Short Run ELL. Using recent outputs of the
Water Loss Task Force Pressure Management Group, Fantozzi & Lambert (2007)
showed that attempts to calculate SRELL without taking basic pressure management
options into account cannot be considered as meaningful.
Calculations and predictions of Real Losses are always subject to some degree of
error. This paper describes how predictions of SRELL, with pressure management
options, can be calculated using a specially designed software (ELLCalcs V2a,
2008).

Introduction
This paper is one of a series (by Water Loss Task Force members) which have
sought to develop and refine practical international methods for predicting Short Run
Economic Leakage Levels (SRELLs) for water distribution systems.
The calculation of Economic Leakage Levels can be said to have commenced in
earnest in the United Kingdom, during 1994 to 1999. However, various methods used
there were in practice mostly concerned with evaluating economic frequencies of
active leakage control intervention, and required large amounts of company specific
night flow data from District Metered Areas. The methods took no account of any
possible additional benefits from pressure management, which was already
widespread in the UK, and so implicitly assumed to have been implemented already.
The development of quick and practical methods for calculating economic leakage
levels in international situations has been a stated objective of the Water Loss Task
Force since 2001. But there have been several barriers to achieving this objective.
The first barrier was that the data-intensive methods developed in the UK for
economic intervention frequency could not readily be applied where DMA’s did not
exist, or where there was major seasonal variations in night use. So it was necessary

to develop a simpler methodology to assess the economic intervention frequency for
active leakage control, and the corresponding annual volume of real losses from
unreported bursts. This was achieved, for a policy of regular survey, using similar
basic economic principles as in the UK, but with only three system-specific
parameters: Cost of Intervention (CI), Variable Cost of Lost Water (CV), and Rate of
Rise of Unreported Leakage (RR). The methodology was first presented by Fantozzi
& Lambert (2005), then in a more user-friendly format at the Leakage 2005
Conference (Lambert & Lalonde, 2005).
The second barrier was the absence of a methodology allowing for the influences
of pressure management on Short Run ELL. Changes in leak flow rates could be
modelled using FAVAD concepts, but no method existed for predicting changes in
burst frequencies on mains and services, and associated cost savings. This
deficiency has been remedied through recent developments by the Pressure
Management Group (Thornton & Lambert, 2006; Thornton & Lambert 2007).
Using the prediction methods developed by the Pressure Management Group,
Fantozzi & Lambert (2007) presented to the WaterLoss 2007 Conference a worked
example, in which the predictions of SRELL (starting from a known baseline in 2001)
compared well with the actual achievements of an Australian Utility in which both
active leakage control and pressure management had been implemented. This
example demonstrated that attempts to calculate SRELL without taking a basic
pressure management option into account cannot be considered as being meaningful
– the many influences of pressure on all components of leakage, and on costs of
repairs and economic active leakage control, are simply too substantial to be ignored.
A specialist software developed to include pressure management options
(ELLCalcs V1a, 2006), was used in North America as part of a recent AWWARF
study (Fanner et al, 2007); this was recognised as being the most advanced software
for international SRELL calculations, but it did not include confidence limits.
Confidence limits are important, because calculations and predictions of Real
Losses are always subject to error, to a greater or lesser degree. Software programs
for calculations of Current Annual Real Losses from annual water balances now
usually include confidence limits. For systems where the Infrastructure Leakage
Index is close to 1.0, calculated volumes of Current Annual Real Losses are rarely
reliable to better than +/- 25%, even if Water Supplied and Metered Consumption
during the Water Year are each measured to within +/- 2% with no systematic errors.
Predictions and calculations of Short-Run Economic Leakage Levels are also
subject to uncertainty. Accordingly, an update of the specialist software ELLCalcs
Version 2A (2008) now also incorporates confidence limits in the SRELL calculations,
together with the facility to interactively modify key parameters (run times of reported
leaks and bursts, Infrastructure Condition Factor etc) and observe the effect on each
particular component of the SRELL. The software has been designed so that, once
the ‘current situation’ and several key parameters have been defined, and the SRELL
at current pressure for a reference year calculated, the SRELL at alternative
pressures can be calculated simply by entering new average and maximum
pressures. The paper will explain how the SRELL can be calculated using the
software, on a step-by-step basis.
The methodology and current software has recently been used to predict the
SRELL for Saskatoon (Canada) as part of a NRW reduction program and is also
being used in a similar project in another large Canadian City.

Economic Intervention and the Influence of Pressure on SRELL
Before showing the ELLCalcs V2a software calculations, a brief reminder is provided
of the principle of Economic Intervention, and the Influences of Pressure
Management on Components of Real Losses
Economic Intervention
If unreported leakage is rising at a rate RR, then the minimum total cost of lost water
and intervention costs occurs when the accumulated value of the lost water (the
volume in the red triangle in Figure 1, multiplied by the variable cost of water CV)
equals the cost of an intervention (CI).

Figure 1 Economic Intervention for an Active Leakage Control Policy of Regular Survey

If the Intervention Cost CI is in $, the Variable Cost CV is in $/m3, and Rate of Rise
RR is in m3/day, per year, it can be shown that:
Economic Intervention Frequency EIF (months)
= √(0.789 x CI/(CV x RR))
Economic % of system to be surveyed annually EP
= 100 x 12/EIF
Annual Intervention Budget (excluding repair costs) ABI ($) = EP% x CI
Economic Annual Unreported Real Losses EURL (m3/yr) = ABI/CV
As these equations include square root functions, confidence limits for calculating
each of the above parameters are relatively insensitive to errors in RR, CI and CV.

Influences of Pressure Management on Components of Real Losses
Figure 2 shows how pressure management can influence the components of SRELL
(calculated using BABE Component Analysis).
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Figure 2: Influence of pressure management on simplified BABE components of SRELL
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Background (undetectable) leakage from small hidden leaks runs continuously.
Unreported leakage gradually accumulates, at an average rate of rise RR, and
economic intervention occurs when the accumulated value of the ‘triangle’ of
unreported leakage equals the cost of the intervention. The process then repeats
itself. Reported leaks and bursts (generally high flow rates but short duration) are
superimposed on the other two components. The SRELL (shown as a dashed line) is
the annual average of all three components. The situation before pressure
management is shown on the left hand side of Figure 2.






After pressure management, if excess pressures and surges are reduced:
the background leakage (which is very sensitive to pressure, N1 = 1.5) reduces
the rate of rise of unreported leakage also reduces
the frequency and flow rates of reported leaks and bursts may be reduced

the SRELL reduces to the lower dashed line

SRELL Calculations using ELLCalcsV2a
The ELLCalcs V2a Professional software is an Excel Workbook with 19 Worksheets.
Because of limitations of space, only the two principal calculation Worksheets will be
briefly described in this paper:
 ‘CARL at Current Pressure’ is used to calculate components of SRELL at
current average pressure, for comparison with Current Annual Real Losses for a
Reference Year (from an annual water balance), with confidence limits.
 ‘Summary of Options’ is used to calculate components of SRELL at alternative
average and maximum pressures, with confidence limits
Colour Coding of Cells are as follows

‘CARL at Current Pressure’ Worksheet
In Part 1 of this Worksheet, the System Data for the Reference Year are entered.
Guideline Favad N1 exponents for pressure:leak flow calculations are presented,
based on % of rigid pipes, but the user can select alternative values. Components of
Variable Cost CV (or a total CV) are entered, with confidence limits.

In Part 2, the annual numbers of breaks and leaks in the Reference Year (reported
and unreported), the typical cost of repairs, and the assumed typical flow rates at 71
psi (50 metres) pressure are entered.

In Part 3, the Current Annual Real Losses (CARL) for the Reference Year,
calculated from an annual water balance (with confidence limits), are entered. The
Unavoidable Annual Real Losses (UARL) is calculated and confidence limits entered.
The Infrastructure Leakage Index (ILI) is calculated, with confidence limits. The
adjacent graph compares the UARL with the CARL for the Reference Year

In Part 4, average run times for each type of reported break and leak are entered.
The adjacent graph compares the resulting real losses from reported bursts with the
Current Annual Real Losses. This method of presentation of data and adjacent graph
allows the sensitivity of changing average run times for reported leaks and bursts to
be calculated and demonstrated immediately in a user-friendly manner.

In Part 5, the economic volume of unreported real losses, for an active leakage
control policy of regular survey, are calculated. Rate of Rise is entered in Part 5B. If
there is already a ‘steady state’ policy for active leakage control, a guideline rate of
rise calculated from the unreported bursts data in Part 2 is calculated. Or, the Rate of
Rise can be assessed from 3 other Worksheets (ERR1, ERR2, ERR3) in the
software. Or a Rate of Rise appropriate to one of the Categories shown (Very Low, to
Very High) can be entered.
The cost of an Active Leakage Control Intervention is then entered in Part 5C, and
the Economic Intervention parameters calculated in Part 5D. The adjacent upper
graph compares the resulting real losses for unreported bursts (with economic
intervention) with the CARL for the Reference Year. The lower graph compares the
sum of reported and economic unreported real losses with the Reference Year

CARL. This method of presentation of data and adjacent graphs allows the sensitivity
of Rate of Rise and Cost of Intervention to be both calculated and demonstrated
immediately in a user-friendly manner.

In Part 6, the Unavoidable Background Leakage UBL is calculated from data
previously entered, and compared with the Reference Year CARL.

In Part 7, the Infrastructure Condition Factor ICF – the multiplier for UBL- is entered,
and in the adjacent graph, the SRELL, being the sum of all the SRELL components
now calculated, is compared with the Reference Year CARL and UARL. It will
generally be found that SRELL calculations are particularly sensitive to the ICF
parameter. The authors, working with Water Loss Task Force colleagues (Thornton
et al, 2009) have developed several methods for assessing ICF, which will appear in
the 3rd Edition of the M36 Manual ‘Water Audits and Loss Control Programs’ (AWWA,
2009).

In Parts 8A and 8B, the Current Annual Real Losses and Costs are summarised and
compared for the Reference Year, and for the SRELL using the same average and
maximum pressures as in the Reference Year. This shows the SRELL if no pressure
management is included in the SRELL calculations.

In Part 9, the final step in this Worksheet, the frequencies of breaks and leaks
entered in Part 2 (Fbo) is compared with the reference values in the UARL formula
(Fbu), and the ratio Fbo/Fbu calculated. This ratio can be used to predict if the burst
frequency of each of the components of infrastructure will be sensitive to pressure
reduction, or not. Guidance is given on another Worksheet (Pr&BEstimates)

‘Summary of Options’ Worksheet
On this Worksheet, all that is required is to enter new average and maximum
pressures in Part A of this Worksheet, and the predictions of CARL and SRELL for
the Reference Year at current pressure can be immediately compared with the
predictions of CARL and SRELL for the Reference Year at the new pressure.

Conclusions:
 calculation of economic leakage levels in international situations has been a
stated objective of the IWA Water Losses Task Force since 2001
 but data-intensive methods developed in the United Kingdom for District Metered
Areas with continuous night flow measurements cannot be applied where DMA’s
do not exist, or where there are major seasonal variations in night use
 attempts to calculate Short Run Economic Level of Leakage (SRELL) without
taking basic pressure management options into account cannot be considered as
being meaningful, as pressure influences so many components of SRELL
 research and development by Task Force members into a simple approach to
Economic Intervention, and improved understanding of pressure:leak flow and
pressure: bursts relationships, has enabled an international methodology for
assessing SRELL to be developed
 Version 2a of the ELLCalcs software now allows these calculations to be done in
a user-friendly systematic step-by-step approach, with sensitivity testing and
confidence limits
 ELLCalcs is also available in US units, with pressure in p.s.i.; and in international
versions (Europe, Australia, …) with metric units and pressure in metres
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